
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Meeting Notes – October 10, 2017 10:00am to 12:00 PM VBT 458   
Faculty Development Subcommittee Meeting 

PRESENT 
Andrew Carlos, Mary D’Alleva, Julie Glass, Margaret Harris, Michael Hedrick, Sweety 
Law, Lindsay McCrea, Julie Stein, Jessica Weiss, Roger Wen,  

ABSENT Jeffrey Newcomb, Dianne Woods 
GUESTS   

AGENDA AND MINUTES 

Motion to add “Review Survey Results” topic to agenda for discussion. 
JulieG/JulieS/Passed. 
 

1. Opening Business 

 

• Jeff N. will not be replaced on this committee.  He will continue to serve on this 
subcommittee starting winter quarter. 

• Update for final exam:  time frame for finals in Semesters will be 1:50 minutes 
 

2.  Review of Survey Results 

 

• The subcommittee reviewed slide results from the Semester Conversion Faculty 
Survey findings. The results will assist in addressing and thinking about plans for 
AY 17-18.    

• Survey results showed highest needs were toward redesigning. Subcommittee 
members brainstormed workshop Ideas: 
-  having a course syllabi; alignment to assessment 

• Workshops that are done progressively; start at one level and move to next. This 
idea may not work because of people coming to the workshops at a later date 

• -treating each course as a project: A one day or online workshop to see what 
courses looks like; not semester specific 
-Run mini workshops; can provide certificate if workshop is at least 8 hours. 
-Resources for on ground:  hybrid or online 
-Principals and information without using the labels. – Redesigning assignments. 
-Series of workshops can be run in spring; 3 or 4 workshops 
-have things in place to anticipate tsunami like attendance…Many attendees at 
first, then no one present at all. 

 

3.  Updates from Maureen Scharberg 

  

• Maureen Scharberg attended the meeting to give an update about what to look 
forward to with advising and the affects semester conversion will have on both 
faculty and the students.   

• She discussed semester syllabus vs quarter syllabus and how it can take its toll 
on faculty.  She highly recommended faculty think about the different factors 
involved with semester system because the last five weeks will be tough. 

• Talked about January being a respite time when everything stops. Faculty and 
students will have two to three weeks to spend in lab, do research, recoup and 
have time to reflect on the experience of first semester. 

• Advised faculty to be mindful – suggest journaling now that we’re going to 
semesters.  Short summer can be very emotional so start planning now by 
asking yourself where you will be a year from now in terms of teaching, First time 
teaching under semester when use to quarters are very different.   

• Think about assessment and learning outcomes, core competencies. 

• Native students will have an adjustment because of the 15 weeks. 

• Students transitioning from high school to college, the pacing is a lot different.  
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We should make sure to know what semester deadlines are.  Registration for 
academic advising is Oct and March. 

• Think about the students who have been under a quarter system.  The end of 
October can be a bit rough for them on semester system.  Weather changes, 
sick students, time changes, etc.  This is a tough time for students, especially 
those away from home. 

• Probation rate for end of fall quarter will be transfer students. 

• Students will have new policies. These policies are in the catalog now.  Faculty 
must be aware of these policies changes:  
-Probation – students will now have to improve their GPA; transfer students will 
have to get their GPA above a 2.0 or will be disqualified.  This is very different 
than what we have here now.   

• Is there a system in place to alert the students about probation?   

• This is being worked on now in communication.  Must have clear opt out system 
for students to say they don’t want to receive a text.  If they opt out, we have to 
do so immediately.  To opt in, is volunteer. 

• University can be fined by FCC if no “opt out”.   

• Can we set up in blackboard like early alert?   

• This is set up on Bay advisor through campaigns right now.  We did this before 
with AACE, EOP, Athletics…very successful, awesome faculty 
response…almost 60%.  We will do this again because of the excellent 
response. 

• This year will be a freshman campaign. 

• Under semester system we will have early alerts.   
-WST – Hayward and Concord campus there will be 1,000 students taking WST 
this weekend. 

• One of the problems now with WST are students registering for it, so they can 
sign up for graduation; now, they must pass the WST first, before they apply for 
graduation 
-Grade Forgiveness for semesters:  Students won’t be able to add class or 
place in their basket during registration.   They can only go on a waiting list. 

• How will faculty know why?  This information is in the catalog, or, you’ll just tell 
them they are repeating the class. 

• Will that be a sorting question faculty will have to ask?  Yes 

• Whole idea of being mindful with your students, and your own prep.   

• Syllabi and calendaring should start now, work with colleagues, or with lecturers 
now to figure it out.  Make sure you’re on same wave length. 

• Is there a way to ask or encourage department chairs to share specific 
information?  Maureen feels that would be a great conversation to have with your 
department chairs. 

• Suggested that Linda Dobb or associate deans should encourage or put out 
something to say “please consider sending notification”.  Hospitality department 
is already doing this.  

• Once syllabus is approved then sit down and make it come alive.  Maureen 
suggested that faculty start looking at the syllabi now. 

• Faculty should think about not waiting until summer 2018….think about it now as 
you’re teaching your quarter, as to what it will look like for semesters. 

• Challenge:  committee who’s having events that may hit 5% of the faculty 
population:  how do we best use its time? 

• For spring 18 – Can we tap the faculty fellows for a joint workshop on advising?   

• Good idea for a “teaser” in the spring.  Jessica will be in touch with Maureen in 
winter quarter regarding a joint workshop with the faculty fellows. 
 

4.  Review Plan for Spacing and Pacing Workshop 

 

• Andrew reported on plan for Spacing and Pacing workshop.  Julie, Andrew and 
Jessica met, but has not heard back from faculty that wanted to present. 

• Went over talking points for the workshop: 

• Plan for workshop: classroom assessment techniques to share:  quick overview 
of timing of semesters; repeat of Julie’s floating squares; sharing semester 
slump students have been feeling.   

• Andrew handed out a “rough” draft of what they’ll ask faculty to do at workshop 
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He will edit and revise later, but handed out just as sample. 

• This will be a very hands on workshop. 

• Mary suggested asking faculty to think about the big picture?  What do you want 
for your students that you couldn’t accomplish on quarter system?  What would 
you love to leave behind?  Visioning activity/Vision statement, Outcomes 

 

• Future Workshop ideas 
-Envisioning, then Nuts and Bolts  
-Have space available – course conversion retreat 
-Syllabus workshop – provide food – every other Wednesday or alternating -
Thursdays, 
-Making available to chairs 

 

• Julie S mentioned two dates set up at end of fall:  Earmark semesters:  plan is to 
go to at least one and pitch what faculty development has going on, and to give 
plug for the Idea book. 

• Any suggested edits, mark it and hand back to Andrew and he will incorporate it. 
 

5. New Business/Logistics for other Workshops 

 

• Focus is more of a working session….little about Rubrics. Hoping for hands-on, 
showing them how to upload course copy.  Will blend in working a key 
assignment and how to make it your own 

• Since Back to the Bay, they’ve had over 90 hits. 

• Next meeting Oct. 25, we will plan for winter schedule so we’ll have ready by 
November. 

• Idea Book – what are our commitments to the Idea book 

• Keep ear open for interesting assignments from departments to extend 
information. 

  
  
Meeting adjourned 12:00pm 

 


